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Filipino rebels surrender

MANILA, Philippine (UPI) — Vanquished army rebels who for five days held Manila's posh financial and commercial district surrendered unconditionally Thursday to loyalist forces, who took control of the area.

The rebels, led by a group of politicians and businessmen, had occupied the so-called "Golden Triangle" area of the city, which is considered one of the most expensive in the Philippines.

In a statement released Thursday, the rebels said they had decided to surrender after a series of negotiations with authorities.

The surrender was facilitated by the presence of a large number of foreign embassies in the area, which had been under siege for several days.

According to reports, the rebels agreed to turn over their weapons and surrender to the police, who had set up a cordoned-off area near the site of the standoff.

The surrender was considered a major victory for the government, which had been struggling to regain control of the area.

Colombian drug bombing kills 35

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — A car packed with "a ton of dynamite explosive" was found smoking 35 people in a street.

Colombian police said the explosives were packed in a bag and were intended to kill pedestrians and vehicles.

The blast occurred in a crowded area of the city, causing widespread panic and chaos.

Witnesses said the explosion sounded like a large bomb and caused widespread damage to the area.

Protesters petitioning the government have long called for an end to the drug war and the elimination of the trade.

Krenz relinquishes remaining power

EAST BERLIN (UPI) — East Germany's Egon Krenz resigned Wednesday as head of state and chairman of the Defense Council, surrendering his remaining power three days after losing control of the ruling Communist Party.

The move came amid growing demands for the top leaders to give way over changes of powers by Krenz's predecessor, including a German defense minister, who was named as head of state and chairman of the Defense Council.

In a statement, Krenz said he was resigning because he had been unable to shake off the reputation of a tough communist.

The decision came amid growing demands for a more democratic system, with many calling for the resignation of the entire leadership of the party.

In a statement, Krenz said he was resigning because he had been unable to shake off the reputation of a tough communist.
Czechoslovak top official threatens to resign position

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (UPI) — Prime Minister Ladislav Adamec, reacting to increasing opposition demands for a swift transition to democracy, threatened Wednesday to resign rather than work under the pressure of "hasty deadlines, strikes and demonstrations." Adamec also acceded to opposition demands that he form a new Cabinet, but said in a televised speech that he was having trouble finding ministers willing to serve in the new government that he promised to name by Friday.

Polish official: Leave our borders intact

BRUSSELS, Belgium (UPI) — Bronislaw Geremek, leader of the Solidarity group in the Polish Parliament, said Wednesday reunification of Germany "depends only on the will of the German people." He added that any move in that direction should leave Poland's western borders intact. "The fiction of a Germany with the frontiers of 1937 has to be abandoned," Geremek said as a news conference. "It is not in the interests of Europe, and not in the German interest."

French, Soviets talk about German unity

KIEV, U.S.S.R. (UPI) — President Mikhail Gorbachev and French President Francois Mitterrand agreed Wednesday the German people cannot decide German reunification themselves, but Mitterrand sympathized with the sentiments of "a people in a divided nation." "No European country can act without taking into account the balance of Europe as a whole which came form World War II without considering the opinions of other countries and the conditions they have inherited," he said.

Washington tries to kill Reagan subpoena

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Justice Department asked a federal judge Wednesday to quash a subpoena for Ronald Reagan's Iran-Contra diaries and documents, citing executive privilege and arguing they are the "most intimate writings of a former president." U.S. District Judge Harold Greene has ruled that Reagan's former national security adviser, John Poindexter, is entitled to the diaries and documents to defend himself against criminal charges in the Iran-Contra scandal. "The nature of the material ... raises profound constitutional concerns."

Manhattan building collapses, injures two

NEW YORK (UPI) — The interior of a building under demolition collapsed prematurely Wednesday, injuring two workers, one of whom was trapped in the rubble for more than two hours, authorities said. The trapped man, James Costigan, was freed at approximately 2:30 p.m. and taken to New York Hospital where he was admitted in stable condition. Hospital spokeswoman Myrna Manns said Costigan appeared to be in his 30s but had no information on the extent of his injuries. Police and emergency service officials reported earlier that his leg had been broken in the mishap.

Mistrial declared outcome of Operation Greylord case

CHICAGO (UPI) — A federal judge Wednesday declared a mistrial in the Operation Greylord corruption case against state Rep. James Dello because the jury said it was hopelessly deadlocked. U.S. District Judge Harry Leinenweber declared the mistrial at 11:35 a.m. after the jury informed him it was deadlocked 11-1 in favor of acquittal with no hope of agreement.
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CHICAGO (UPI) — A federal judge Wednesday declared a mistrial in the Operation Greylord corruption case against state Rep. James Dello because the jury said it was hopelessly deadlocked. U.S. District Judge Harry Leinenweber declared the mistrial at 11:35 a.m. after the jury informed him it was deadlocked 11-1 in favor of acquittal with no hope of agreement.

Corrections/Clarifications

Former Marion City Council member Rex Presson was convicted of aggravated criminal sexual abuse. This information was incorrect in a headline in Wednesday's edition.

Dave Dot's name was misspelled in a correction in Wednesday's edition.

Accuracy Desk

The Daily Egyptian has established an accuracy desk. If readers spot an error, they can call 536-3311, ext. 28.
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Sciences stressed by women faculty

Goal is to increase women's interest in science careers

By Tony Mancuso
Staff Writer

A group of women faculty members is launching a program that will encourage women undergraduates to enter science as a career.

Bonnie Krause, a senior research development specialist at the University Office of Research Development and Administration, said she is helping nine women faculty members write a proposal for the program.

She said most of the professors in the proposal committee are the only women in their departments and they are hoping the program will generate more female interest in the sciences.

"The major problem is that there are not enough women entering science fields. The problem starts in high school, when women get the impression they can only become doctors or veterinarians," Krause said.

She said the program proposal, a two-week workshop called the Women in Science Model Project, will bring in women scientists from different industries.

"Hopefully the undergraduates will realize all the possibilities if they go into science," Krause said.

She said the proposal program, a two-week workshop called the Women in Science Model Project, will bring in women scientists from different industries.

"There will be labs in animal science, botany, chemistry, geology, mathematics, psychology and zoology. We will add sessions in microbiology as well." She said students would be involved in things from experiments with DNA to walks in the woods for studies in plant ecology.

The proposal, which includes seven area community colleges, will be submitted to the NSF in January. The University will receive approval or rejection by the end of next summer, she said.

"We also will send proposals to private companies, asking them if they would like to participate or help fund the program. Many companies have expressed interest already," Krause said.

By Carrie Pomeroy
Entertainment Editor

Sculpture by Martin Munson, a graduate student in art, will be exhibited through Jan. 9 in the Engineering Showcase.

Munson, who works with cast bronze, cast cement, enamel, steel and cast aluminum, said his main artistic concern is the contrast between nature and technology.

"I use a lot of organic images to carry over the natural image, combined with hard lines and architectural images to create a tension," he said.

Munson said he feels human beings are displacing their interdependence with the world by attempting to control nature with technology. "Man's spiritual needs have been replaced with a need for commodities," he said.

Munson said he chooses to work primarily with cast metal because of the power of the metal image. "Casting metal enables you to use many different materials to create the passion," he said.

A native of San Rafael, Calif., Munson completed his bachelor of fine arts degree in ceramics and sculpture at Sonoma State University. He studied at the Academy of Art in San Francisco and at the College of Marin.

Male Smokers Wanted... for a study of the physiological and psychological effects of cigarette smoking. We will pay $20-$140 for 3 to 6 morning sessions. Must be 21-35 years old, 150-190 lbs. Call SIU-C Psych Dept. 536-2301

Christmas Special

12" Pizza $3.90
16" Pizza $6.90
Additional Toppings Available

Rosati's Pizza
549-7811
Not valid with other offers or promotions. Free Delivery • Beef for Lunch • Free Delivery Ask for Christmas Special when ordering.

ATTENTION RSO'S

Fee Allocation Forms are Now Available and can be picked up in the USG office, 3rd floor, Student Center. Applications are due February 1st.

No late applications acceptable.

Makin' it great!

Dennis Barnett, Tom Eainhart and Jerry Booth prepare the new Pizza Hut to be opened soon in the lower level of the Student Center next to the bakery.

Graduate student displays artwork
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ORIENTAL FOODS
Fuji Volcano
Blue Typhoons $3.50

Chicken Wings 15¢ each
Tonight 9-12 midnight

Friday Seafood Extravaganza
Featuring a variety of Seafood entrees. Watch tomorrow's ad for more details.
PCB management needs further probe

SOMEONE SPILLED milk in the Crab Orchard Wildlife Refuge and the citizens of Southern Illinois are crying about it.

U.S. Rep. Glenn Poshard, D-Carbondale, asked the Environmental Protection Agency to delay implementation of its recommended technology to clean up the refuge until a citizens' advisory group can be formed.

Poshard and others are further studying the issue and only then can the refuge be closed. Dealing with polychlorinated and metal contaminants are dangerous. PCBs have been linked to cancer in both laboratory animals and humans. This contaminant can enter the human body through contaminated drinking water, contaminated fish or by skin contact.

NO ACTION should be taken until much knowledge as possible is known about the consequences of the suggested alternatives. EPA officials have proposed incineration of soils contaminated with PCBs. The ashes resulting from incineration then would be enclosed and placed in a landfill site at the refuge. According to the EPA, there are other alternatives to incineration. One of the alternatives is to take no action at all.

In this instance, the contaminated areas can be fenced off and monitored by refuge personnel. The degrees of incineration and excavation may also vary.

POSHARD HAS PROPOSED that advisory committee members travel to sites in Illinois and neighboring communities to determine the best of the alternatives for cleanup. He is seeking a $50,000 from the EPA to form the committee and carry out the tasks.

The citizens of Southern Illinois and wildlife are of major concern to the EPA. Studies conducted by the EPA show most contaminated areas of the refuge are not accessed by humans. Water also is not taken from these areas. Therefore, these areas pose little threat to humans. However, wildlife and plant species are suffering from these PCBs and metal contaminants.

SOME OF THE CONTAMINANTS are spread to the water and affect the fish in certain areas. There are warnings about what sections of the lake have hazardous PCB levels, so those wishing to fish can avoid contaminated areas.

Some action must be taken, but not until the EPA and the community agree it is the best alternative for Southern Illinois. Forming a committee and postponing action is beneficial. This crucial subject has been under scrutiny since the PCBs were detected at the refuge by a SIU-C research team in the 1970s. Waiting a little longer to clean up will only benefit all parties involved.

Compensating drug informants necessary to stop traffickers

Someter Times News Service

With the nation's increasingly expensive war on illegal drugs approaching the $10 billion mark, Rep. Toby Roth, R-Vandalia, has come up with an idea worth considering. Roth has proposed that a person can receive an elemental cost of the war "must be shared by all members of society by providing rewards and assets of drug traffickers.

There are plenty of authors who do that, but the problem is finding the assets. Drug smugglers or their poodles have become adept at "laundering" their gains through layers of transactions that conceal their illegitimacy.

Roth believes that the secret of success is to establish high mone­y rewards for information on where drug money is stashed. He proposes to give $2 percent of the drug money to a person who provides information leading to the forfeiture or seizure of drug money.

A 25 percent reward already exists, but Roth says that is too small and limits how much information gains and assets of drug traffickers.

Under his plan, if a tip resulted in the seizure of $1,000 worth, say, $25 million, the informant would get a minimum of a half-million dollar. If the ceiling was elimi­nated, the informant would get $1 million.

Editor's note: This is a reprint of a letter published Wednesday which appeared directly. The DE regrett the error.

I must admit that I thoroughly enjoyed John and Roberts' arcane­tic style. I was the more re­ligiously enthusiastic letter the DE was receiving just a short time ago. After all the time I've spent here I should have realized that nothing concisely like that letter would be let go easily. Mr. Gibbs and Mr. Penny both décidé to cut their talks for me so they allow me to site a few well (you'll for­give me if I use a source func­tionally charged than the Christian book of theology).

Fact 1: No one living today, or the last 1,800, has ever read the Bible. At the time of its author­ship it was written in code to avoid religious persecution and since that milieu old time it has been adapted, "re­translated," twisted, destroyed, rowed, and generally abused by every agency in every nation seeking temporal, religious, economic, social, political or sexual power to suit that por­tion of "self" or group desires and desires of that moment. The result­ing book probably most resembles the original (recorded in the same degree that a silk purse resembles the same degree that a silk purse resembles a silk purse.

Conclusion 1 (based on Fact 1) While the Bible is a good guide to life and general behavior it is more the word of any god, exists or not, in its present form than any other book of the Christians. It does, however, call into question the actual spiritual purity of the work that many use daily as a spe­cific guide to any action (though I've noticed they usually know the words but miss the imp of it of the thing).

It is the Christian Bible that is used to coerce specific behaviours out of people with threats of terror, pain, fire, even death sight and with promises of par­adise, if you behave the way God asks you to through his narrow interpreter's of the book.

The denunciation of those that practice divination condemns all those who have ever had a dash of insight that they acted upon, or lightly read a cheap horoscope for fun. To call this sign another means the words of one of those ancient translations men­tioned earlier to suppress original thought and joy than the words of any god worthy of worship.

As to Adam and Eve (and this is purely my personal opinion) and all the God who would create paradise and say "Do anything you want. Oh, don't touch that tree! Then jump out from behind that bush with a big "AH HA!" has the kind of thought process that will find a way to condemn you no matter how you do it.

If God knows all, he has no need of tests to see the future and into the hearts of men. Given these two notions it seems more reasonable to assume that these tables are again the explanation of a human mind (no one has a perfect God) that needed an explanation for the ugliness in the world and sought a better place through atonement for what is imagined must be sin.

Mr. Penny, the Bible is laden with instances of God recreating or changing his mind. My question is how you could have missed them.

In Gethsemane Jesus expressed fear and doubt about the absolute per­fection and infallibility that you seek.

This is no example of your complete rejec­tion of anything that does not fit rather it is an example of your own interpretation of the scriptures to your own destruction.

While I, personally, do not believe in these things both of you seem to and it strikes me as more than abstruse than stupid. I suggest you look to your own houses. - Thena Venia Karsh, senior, business administration and biology.

Probation sentence makes 'joke' out of justice

I just cannot believe this court system. What is the world coming to when a person is allowed to draw a baby in a toilet bowl and only get 10 months on probation or a lawyer or a judge.

This sentence makes a joke out of the word lawyer or judge. How can the court system use this kind of a crime go unpunished? How could they let someone who takes a person's life get off with probation?

This doesn't mean what the circumstances were. The bottom line is that the baby drawn in a toilet bowl because its mother wanted it dead.

It may be a defense attorney's job to keep his client out of jail, the court system allows this to happen there is definitely something wrong.

Wake up voters, it's going to be election time again one of these days. Maybe your vote could make a difference. - Edwin Hard, storekeeper III, microbiology department.
Anti-feminist kills 14 women before committing suicide

MONTREAL (UPI) — A gun­man­ful of anti­­feminists killed some of us out of their own private classroom and opened fire on the remaining students, killing 14 women and wounding at least 12 other people, authorities said. He then killed himself with a same­rifle.

Witnesses said the gunman, whose identity was not immediately known, fired into the building at the end of an engineering school firing into the classroom. A routing search revealed a classroom of about 60 students at about 5:30 p.m. He ordered all the men to leave and only women were left in the room.

"You're just a bunch of — females!" the gunman shouted. He then ordered the women to line up against one wall and opened fire indiscriminately with a 22-cal­ber automatic rifle, witnesses said.

The gunman then left the classroom and returned firing on other students in hallways and in the cafeterias of the downtown school.

DEATH

Police were holding four sus­pects in the attack, which appeared to be the work of drug traffickers, a police source said. Gen. Nazim Yamine Diaz said.

Home­ and businesses in a 40­block area were damaged and at least 40 vehicles were destroyed. The 30­foot­high truck used in the bombing was blown 400 feet away by the force of the blast, medical source said.

"What exploded in Palkoquemou was a mini­atomic bomb," the general said, referring to the report that the Colombian people have lived through the past 25 years.

Police estimated from the blast damage that about 1,000 pounds of dynamite had been on the truck, which some witnesses said was parked in front of the building.

APPROVAL

ty threats to citizens and University students. By 1968, a study recom­mended that the railroad tracks.

The search for funding such a project was killed in 1973, when Carbondale was selected as one of 15 cities to take part in a pro­ject to develop methods for rail­road­highway crossing improve­ments.

However, the $52 million project to departmentally crossing overpasses became only a partial

KRENZ, from Page 1

... and democracy," Fitzwater said.

Speculation Krenz was on his way out was fueled Tuesday when East­West Group Chair­man Dr. Yakov Varol, chair­man of the Communist Party when the entire party leadership in the Polibin­ and the Central Committee when the party's daily, Neues Deutschland, suggested Wednesday he was nominated for the Polibin­ and the Central Committee.

Since the resignation of the party leadership, power has been largely in the hands of Prime Minister Hans Modrow, a strong supporter of Soviet­style reforms. Just before resigning, the leadership purged 11 former officials from the party, including former leader who was under house arrest.

At least four others have been arrested.

Many East Germans were out­raged in recent weeks over reports that high officials took advantage of their positions to live in luxury and acquire expensive, impor­tant items.

The claims of abuse of power also led to the brief arrest Tuesday night of prominent East­Berlin lawyer Wolfgang Vogel, but officials said later accusations of "criminal blackmail" against him were without foundation.

Vogel has been credited with having a hand in almost every major East­West spy swap for nearly a quarter of a century.

for the explosion that downed an Avianna airliner Nov. 27, killing 111 people.

Maza said he had consulted by telephone with President Virginia Bar­nach, who denied there was any attack.

"Let's look with honesty and sincerity, at what is happening inside our country," the national police chief said.

REBELS,

from Page 1

they will suffer the consequences since they violated laws.

At least 76 people, mostly of them civilians, have been killed and 53 wounded since the rebels began the coup attempt Friday. It was the military's decision to support her in the military before February 1986 that finally forced Ferdinand Marcos into exile after 20 years of rule.

Despite the rebels' surrender in Manila, insurgents maintained their footing on Marican Air Base in Cebu, 350 miles south of Manila. Leftist tro­ops were negotiating with the rebels and did not attack when a surrender deadline passed.

Speaking of the successful nego­tiations in Manila's financial dis­trict, Enrique said, "Reason finally prevailed and we all agreed the return to the barracks would be good for the nation as a whole."

The talks lasted nearly 24 hours.

Turns of surrendered were not dis­closed in detail, but Enrique said the rebels didn't demand for the military's decision to support her in the February 1986 that finally forced Ferdinand Marcos into exile after 20 years of rule.

SPECTACULAR SUNDAY FREE PEPERONI
Get one large pepperoni pizza for only $7.95.

MONDAY MADNESS PLAY "BEAT THE CLOCK"
From 5 pm - 9 pm! The time on the clock is the price you pay for one large one topping pizza.

TUESDAY TREAT LARGE AT A MEDIUM CHARGE
Buy any large pizza and pay only the price of a comparable medium pizza.

WHACKY WEDNESDAY MEAL DEAL
One large pizza with two toppings and two Coors Lite® for only $9.95.

THREE TUESDAY
Enjoy one medium pizza with peperoni and extra cheese for only $5.00

FRIDAY FEAST
Enjoy one large pizza with unlimited toppings for only $9.95.

SALE THURSDAY
Enjoy two FREE toppings on any Pan Pizza Doubles!

SAVE TIIS AD! Express 1/2/1989

CALL US: 549-3030 Eastgate Shopping Mall

Carbondale, IL.
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Funeral services slated for University retiree

Funeral services for Boyd B. Butler, 64, a longtime community leader based at SIU-C will be at 2 p.m. Friday at the Chrisunas Mortuary home in Murphysboro with burial in the Memorial Park in Murphysboro.

Mr. Butler died at 9:40 p.m. Nov. 29 at Memorial Hospital of Carbondale of an apparent heart attack.

Mr. Butler signed on with the University as a community development consultant in December 1956, after writing for four years at the Louis County Farm Bureau in Murphysboro.

Over the years he became a familiar face to the Carbondale and southern Illinois communities. He set up street and house number grids in Ridley and Nursery Cities in the early 1980s, and helped Mount Carmel establish its community development efforts in the 1970s.

In 1974 he became a field representative for Carbondale and southern Illinois counties. He set up street and house number grids in Ridgley and Nursery Cities in the early 1980s, and helped Mount Carmel establish its community development efforts in the 1970s.

In 1974 he became a field representative for Carbondale and southern Illinois counties. He set up street and house number grids in Ridgley and Nursery Cities in the early 1980s, and helped Mount Carmel establish its community development efforts in the 1970s.

In 1974 he became a field representative for Carbondale and southern Illinois counties. He set up street and house number grids in Ridgley and Nursery Cities in the early 1980s, and helped Mount Carmel establish its community development efforts in the 1970s.

In 1974 he became a field representative for Carbondale and southern Illinois counties. He set up street and house number grids in Ridgley and Nursery Cities in the early 1980s, and helped Mount Carmel establish its community development efforts in the 1970s.

In 1974 he became a field representative for Carbondale and southern Illinois counties. He set up street and house number grids in Ridgley and Nursery Cities in the early 1980s, and helped Mount Carmel establish its community development efforts in the 1970s.
Area calls to AIDS Hotline average 13 in July, September

Phone system installed July 1 to answer queries

By Diana Miville

The toll-free Illinois AIDS hotline averaged 13 legitimate calls per month, July through September, 1986, with zip codes beginning with 629, Bill Hocker, director of the Illinois AIDS Hotline, said.

The number of calls to the hotline has risen steadily this year. "We installed the system in July to answer a growing need," Hocker said.

Hocher said the hotline employs full-time employees and 45 volunteers. The paid staff members have backgrounds in health education or counseling, typically with a crisis intervention.

"Both volunteers and paid staff are required to complete 76 hours of training before they begin work. In the last year of training after beginning working," Hocker said.

A bilingual operator works about 40 hours a week and is usually available from 2 to 10 p.m.

School of Medicine earns research grants

By Diana Miville

The University's School of Medicine at Springfield received a $5,000 pulmonary research grant and a $5,000 grant for research papers at the 80th annual meeting of the American Lung Association of Illinois, Helen Saunders, ALAI regional director, said.

She said the research program for low-income patients with Cystic Fibrosis. The awards were announced in Springfield at the annual ALAI meeting this summer. The ALAI granted the money to the grants for the research works on different research, said.

"As a society becomes more industrialized, there is a definite correlation with higher rates of lung problems. The research is a way to find solutions to help them," she said.

The University's School of Medicine was one of five schools to receive a $5,000 grant to be used for unrestricted pulmonary research.

This means the money was given to the School of Medicine, but there wasn't an actual research proposal written, Saunders said.

Two additional $5,000 awards were announced.

Daniel A. Degtewiler, assistant professor of medicine at the School of Medicine, received one of the awards for his research, "Huff and Puff: A Cooperative Self-Management Program for Asthmatic Children Aged 4 to 8," Saunders said.

Also from the School of Medicine, John Scaggs, a respiratory therapist, was awarded $5,000 for his research, "Aspergillus in Patients with Cystic Fibrosis."

Facts to protect wildhorses

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The nation's top public land manager signed an agreement Wednesday on an effort by a small group to help ensure humane treatment of wild horses and burros. The federal Bureau of Land Management has found 9,000 wild horses and burros removed from range lands in 10 Western states since a maintain-a-horse program began in 1973. Between 6,000 and 9,000 wild horses were adopted each year.

"This program in the BLM is going to be like the 'Stuckey the Bear' program at the Forest Service," Karen Sussman, director of the protection society, said.

The federal Bureau of Land Management, an Interior Department agency, has found 9,000 wild horses and burros removed from range lands in 10 Western states since a maintain-a-horse program began in 1973. Between 6,000 and 9,000 wild horses were adopted each year.

"This program in the BLM is going to be like the 'Stuckey the Bear' program at the Forest Service," Karen Sussman, director of the protection society, said.
Wheat growers to get $175 million

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The American farmers will receive $175 million in subsidy payments for this year's drought and freeze damaged crop, the government announced Wednesday.

The 1989 subsidy program will include $40 million for wheat farmers who signed up for the so-called Zero-92 program. In addition, barley farm-
ers will get $7 million in Zero-92 payments.

Farmers harvested 2.04 billion bushels of wheat this year, up 11 percent from 1988 but, due to harsh weather, a smaller crop than expected for the 14 percent increase in acreage. The winter wheat crop was the smallest since 1978.

Out farmers will not receive any deficiency payments, the Agriculture Department said. Out prices are higher than the "target" price that triggers deficiency pay-
ments.

The department said wheat farmers would be paid at the rate of seven cents a bushel.

State of Social Security discussed by Poshard

By Jackie Spinner
Staff Writer

Social Security dominates the conversation between a crowd of retired University professors and Rep. Glenn Poshard, D-Carbondale, Wednesday night in the Lesar Law Building audior-
um. Poshard, a guest of the SIUC Emmerich College, held a public forum at the law school to dis-
cuss his freshman year in Congress and current issues.

To set, many elderly Americans' fears to rest, Poshard reassured the group that the social security trust fund is in as good of condition as it has ever been.

"The Social Security trust fund is not at risk," he said.

A 1987 figure showed the Social Security fund at a $67 billion surplus, some of which the federal government borrows and pays back with interest, he explained.

"Never in the history of Social Security has the United States government failed to pay back principle and interest to the trust fund," Poshard said.

As a first-year congressman, Poshard said he has been hit with several tough issues affect-
ing his district, which encompasses 600,000 Southern Illinois citizens.

"They (the controversies) were all awaiting me, to crush on this freshman and get him," Poshard said with a laugh.

During his first term, the Crab Orchard clean-up controversy surfaced, along with aid aid legislation, wilderness designa-
tion in the Shawnee National Forest and the Carbondale Post office controversy.

But Poshard also said some outstanding legislation has come out of his first year.

Both the House and the Senate approved a minimum wage hike bill, to compensate with President Bush, the House passed a child care bill that "will enhance opportunities for low-
and middle-income women" and the nation's first anti-drug program was implemented with more than $500 million.

Poshard said he also had to wrestle with some very tough issues such as abortion and will have to face legislation legisla-
tion in the spring.

"There are some issues that cause you a lot of pain in this business," he said.
Cardinal supports drug-fighting priests arrested for trespassing

CHICAGO (UPI) — Cardinal Joseph Bernardin, patron of St. Sabina Church, Monday said he fully supports two drug-fighting priests arrested for trespassing Tuesday in a Hammond, Ind., store.

Bernardin, on a St. Nicholas Day tour of parishes and drug treatment facilities, praised the work of the Rev. Michael Pfleger, pastor of St. Sabina Church.

The display has become an annual Christmas tradition in Onawa, 28 miles from Chicago in northern Illinois.

Shadur ordered the removal of the 10 paintings, which went up over the Thanksgiving weekend, and banned their future display in the park.

During Tuesday night's regular council meeting, the Onawa city lawyer warned the commissioners not to take the federal order lightly.

"We are obligated to follow the judge's order," said John Haynor. "If we do not, we could face serious citations, including fines."

Shadur is known for fining government officials for some, it is a lawyer who feels obligated to follow the judge's decision when faced with a serious citation."

Onawa Mayor George Small said he was saddened by the situation.

"I am sure the majority of people in Onawa are disappointed with the judge's decision," Small said.

The ruling was the result of a lawsuit brought by the American Civil Liberties Union on behalf of an unidentified Onawa resident who challenged the city's failure to impose any limits on the frequency or duration of the display.

Once again, Chase decides to spend quality time with his family, only to have disaster occur this time. He decides to have the whole family come to his place for an old-fashioned Christmas.

Chase is plagued by a host who holds his much-needed Christmas bonus in an iron grip, a collection of in-laws who don't get along, children who have a negative attitude about everything, yuppies neighbors, electrical problems and more. In the end things kind of come together for him, but he still has to endure an awful lot.

The film is full of extremely funny moments, but this is a National Lampoon movie. The gags are predictable, but are funny because they are so extreme. Chase's winning 25,000 Christmas lights to his home (which was absolutely hysterical), coating his shed with a sticky goo to make it move faster and having to eat the most overwhelming Christmas turkey ever are done so excecucively they rise above their expected humor level.

Noteworthy is the performance of Randy Quaid as the hook cousin who drops in unexpectedly with his family for the holidays. Quaid's character is continually outdoing himself with disgusting habits, shameless mooching and generally repulsive behavior.

Clements and Pfleger were arrested for refusing to leave a store allegedly selling drug paraphernalia. They were released on their own recognizance and scheduled to appear in Hammond City Court later.

They have staged similar protests for months in Chicago.

"They have played a very prominent role in the war on drugs," Bernardin said as he left Holy Name Cathedral. "I fully support them."

Sister Ann Leonard, director of educational services for the archdiocese, said the drug tour was especially set for St. Nicholas Day.

"Among the best gifts we can give our children is a quality-centered education which fosters a work-ethic and self-esteem. Some educational programs for youth, coupled with family and peer support, forestall drug use."

LOS ANGELES (UPI) — Sammy Fain, who won two Academy Awards for the songs "Secret Love" and "Love Is a Many Splendored Thing," died Wednesday of a heart attack at UCLA Medical Center, a hospital spokesman said. He was 87.

Born Samuel Fainberg in New York City, Fain was a former nightclub and radio pianist who began writing movie scores with the advent of Hollywood's sound era.

He captured the Academy Award in 1953 with the song "Secret Love" from "Calamity Jane" and received another Oscar two years later for the title song from "Love Is a Many Splendored Thing." He received eight other Academy Award nominations.

"Sammy Fain was a dear heart and gentle person and a many-splended songwriter. He is one of our greats," said Monroe Gould, president of the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers.

Other notable Fain songs include "That Old Feeling," "I'll Be Seeing You," and "April Love."
Chinese death penalty works
to deter would-be criminals

By Dale Walker
Staff Writer

The death penalty has not
been abolished in China because of its
use as an "effective deterrent" to
would-be criminals, a visiting Chinese schol-
sar said at an Urbana confer-
ce.

CaiSong Wang, director of a con-
stitutional research center at Northeast
Normal University, noted in an
textile entitled "The Chinese
System of Crime and Punishment"
for the system itself and the vari-
cies of punishment. The text was
translated by a United States
An Information Agency grant and the
Scripps Howard News Service.

Because Wang can neither speak
nor understand English, the text
was translated from Chinese and
students' questions were translated
afterwards.

Berlin Wall promotes debate

Crumbling Wall stirs lively debate
among East, West

St. Louis Post-Dispatch

BERLIN — When the Berlin Wall
began crumbling, Germans from the
East and West — suddenly made
aware of their differences —
launched a lively debate on
whether Germany can reunifi-

Many artists and intellectuals
urged caution.

CaiSong Wang, who "The Tin
Drum" and is perhaps the
most famous living German novelist,
called the opening of the Berlin
Wall, "a bloodless German revolu-
tion."

Gaut said he could envision
an eventual "consideration of the
two German states," but cautioned
against rushing toward reunifica-
tion. Grant said a German maga-
Zine that East Germans are
enough to make the road to
reunification more bumpy.

Christa Wolf, one of East
Germany's best-known authors
and a key figure in the movement
for political change there, wrote
a recent appeal to East Germans
to shun reunification.

"We still have a chance, in
a neighborhood of equals, among
all the economic states, to develop
a socialist alternative," to West
Germany, the text.

Wolf Biermann, a folk and
protest singer from East Germany
who was jailed 13 years ago,
returned to perform in East Berlin
last week and said East Germans
should refuse to allow "East
Germany to be auctioned off to
the West like a bankrupt company."

One of Biermann's most popular
songs is the "Ballad of the Rotten
Old Men," about the corrupt lead-
ers of East Germany.

It's that fear of being swallowed
by the West that gives pause to
many East Germans, including
some leaders of New Forum and
other opposition groups that are
trying to bring democracy to East
Germany.

Bardet Leiby, an artist who
was a founder of New Forum, said
after Kohl's 10-point proposal for
unification that she found exter-
nal interference in East German
affairs at a time when New Forum
and other opposition groups were
aiming for changes from within.

But many other East Germans
are eager for a taste of the prosper-
ty they feel would result from
reunification.

"It will happen eventually," pre-
dicted Wolfgang Maronke, 54, a
member of the Left Party who
said he would like to see a united,
neutral Germany — with foreign
soldiers removed from both sides.

Maronke said he thought that the
Soviets would agree to that, but
that he suspected that the
Americans, British and French
would oppose it. "They remember
the two wars in this century," Maronke said.

His wife Gisela sees major
obstacles to reunification. "The
biggest problem is the economic
one — what to do with this East
German currency that isn't worth
much more than toilet paper," she
said.

Scripps Howard News Service

Buchenwald concentration camp
depicts Germany's dark history

St. Louis Post-Dispatch

WEIMAR, East Germany — On
a hill above a city where German
leaders once sought refuge
from the fate of the Buchenwald con-
centration camp looks at a memorial to
German history.

The grim buildings and barbed
wire that once housed thousands of
East German and Soviet authorities as
a monument mainly to the com-
unism of Adolf Hitler, rather than to a memorial to
the tens of thousands of people killed at
Buchenwald from 1937 to 1945.

Two hundred miles southwest,
the city of Carbondale, Ill., left the de-
velopment of the Dachau Mus-
cial Museum, near Munich, in
March 1996 as a "memorial of
former prisoners who survived the horri-
table consequences of con-
centration camp during Hitler's Nazi
reign."

But although the Dachau site
appears to be devoid of govern-
ment influence and is a promi-
cently separate from the communi-
ty of Dachau — a suburb of
Munich — almost like a forgotten
island.

The presentations of Dachau and
Buchenwald, two of the first con-
centration camps of the Hitler
regime, are in some ways reflect East and West Germany's disparate approaches to
the Holocaust, during which all but 20.
000 of Germany's Jews were either exterminated or executed as
Jews.

Unlike West Germany, the gov-
ernment of East Germany never
has acknowledged officially a debt
to Jewish victims of Hitler, or to the
Jews of Israel, where many
German and Eastern European Jews
lived.

Since communism also were per-
severed by the Nazis, the East
German government asserted that its
government, first proclaimed on
Oct. 1, 1949, was innocent of
Germany's history. Under the
Marxists' version of German
history, the Hitler era was the out-
come of capitalism and imperial-
nism.

Although most of the 65,000
people killed at Buchenwald were
Jews, the most prominent memorial
is to Ernst Thaelmann, leader of
the German Communist Party in the
1920s and early 1930s. Thaelmann was executed at
Buchenwald on Aug. 18, 1944,
shortly before he had to be
executed.

West Germany's postwar
government, identified for its first 20
years with the ruling Christian
Democrat Party, acknowledged
German responsibility for the
Holocaust — and signed a treaty
with Israel in 1952 to give repar-
as to survivors.

But some West Germans have
acknowledged that the West German
government and some prominent
West German historians in recent years have become
England, rather than Germany
and the naCies of the Nazi
regime.

West German archives on the
Nazi era have been open to
scholars for years. But East
Germany, despite years of pro-
duction, did not move until last
month to open up some of its archives on the
Nazi period to researchers.

Scripps Howard News Service

We found a comfortable atmosphere
for personal growth at Grace United
Methodist Church.

When we moved to Carbondale to attend SIUC a
few years ago we were looking for a youth
oriented church where we would feel at home.

We found it at Grace United Methodist Church. It's
the people. They except you for who you are.

They have provided a comfortable atmosphere
which permits personal growth. We invite you to
bring your friends and family and share this
opportunity.

Les O'Dell, Chris Davis, Stacey Cork, Howard Tweddle II
Grace United Methodist Church
220 North Tower Road
Carbondale Illinois 62901

CALL 618-7856 or 549-3890 FOR TRANSPORTATION
-LEAVE A MESSAGE-
TOP CASH FOR BOOKS

Don't be confused about where to sell your books. Ask a friend and they will tell you that 710 is the store that pays TOP CASH.

We'll pay top price for your textbooks, no matter where you bought them.

"When students compare, We gain a customer."

710 BOOK STORE

710 S. ILLINOIS AVE

Hours:
M-Sat: 8:30-5:30
FASHION CONNECTION
608 S. Illinois Ave.
Mon.-Sat. 10am-6pm, Sun. 1-5

Dash To Laru's ....

All Accessories 25% OFF
COATS 25-50% OFF
JEANS $10 OFF
CARDIGANS 1/2 OFF
SWEATERS 25% OFF
ALL PANTS 25% OFF

Laru's Menswear
606 S. Illinois Carbondale
Free gift wrap
Free layaway

BOOK STORE & OFFICE PRODUCTS
Free Gift Wrap

Largerst Art & Engineering Store!
• Drafting Tables
• Lamps
• Pen Sets
• Painting Sets
• Business & Scientific Calculators

Advertisement Materials
• Dictionaries
• Reference Books
• General Reading
• Gift Books
• Cook Books
• Children's Books
• Classics
• Art Books

OFFICE PRODUCTS
• Typewriters
• Home & Office
• Personal WPA's
• Computer Desk
• Home & Office

Fashion C McNeill's
Shawn's

Ready for
1 Shop

Stop in at

• Athletic
• Athletic
• Sweats, S

Bleyer's Sp

EVERYTHING FOR
Mon.-Sat. 9 am
718 S. Illinois Ave.

Mon.-Sat. 9:30 - 6
Sun: 1 - 5
or Christmas?
For the finest in Athletic Wear...

op Bleyer's Sports Mart Today!
and see our wide selection of:

- Goods
- & Running Shoes
- SIU Shirts, Hats

Sports Mart
ACROSS FROM AMTRAK, C'DALE AND DOWNTOWN HERRIN
107 N. Park Ave.
Herrin, IL 62948
618-942-2780

618-942-2780

HOURS Mon-Sat 9-6 Sun 10-6
611 S. Illinois Ave • 457-2875

Capture Christmas with...

NIKON FM2
Black Body Price $379.95

Nikon Tele Touch Deluxe $229.95

Nikon N4004S Autofocus $309.50 Body Only

Auto Focus Nikon Lenses in stock

Open: 204 West Freeman - Campus Shopping Center
9-5:30 Fri & Sat
10-6 Sat

Carbondale-Herrin
62901
618-529-2031
Honored author reads from work

Reading a part of Visting Writers series

By Carrie Pomeroy
Entertainment Editor

Short story writer Lee Abbott introduced Martians, draft dodgers and good men just as they are to make it through this rough life to an enthusiastic audience at Morris Library Auditorium Tuesday night.

Reading the stories "Martians" and "Codenames" from his book "Love is the Crooked Thing" and "Surrender in Session", Abbott fulfilled the complimentary English professor Donald Hays paid him when he introduced the reading.

"He makes you feel the joy and the sorrow and the mystery of being alive," Hays said.

Abbott, whose work has appeared in The Atlantic and Esquire, won the St. Lawrence Award for his first book, "The Heart Never Felt Its Wanting." He also is the author of the Public Library and O. Henry prizes and two fol­lowers from the National Endowment for the Arts.


Abbott's literary terrain is a land of American dreams, peopled with neurotic men who come in conflict with gloriously eccentric characters.

The first story he read, "Martians," dealt with a down-to­earth man named "Martian" whose lifelong buddy believes aliens are communing with him.

"They're luminous, like angels," he says of his otherworldly friends.

Using Martians as a humorous, colorful starting point, the story became a meditation on a man's ways of dealing with a divorce.

"Martians" contained some stock elements of stories about divorce, such as the re-marriage of the se­mote's wife to a hunky, younger golf pro and the divorced man's difficult readjustment to the dating game. But Abbott's humorous approach and affection for his characters gave the old story new life.

The second story, "Category Z," told of a young Chicanan man going to his army physical in 1969. On the bus to the military base, he talks with a self-described radical of the anti-war generation who plans on trying every trick in the book to get out of going to Vietnam.

"It's to raise his blood pressure and wearing women's underwear to raise the doctor's sus­picions," Coote likes to pontificate about the oppression of the lower classes to hilarious effect.

The narrator manages to get out of going to Vietnam. Coote isn't so lucky. Their meeting in a bar several years after the war leads to a thoughtful, interesting conclu­sion.

The soft-spoken, husky-voiced author showed an obvious relish for language. He relishes as he read his charac­ters' humorous, colorful conversations. Abbott's flair for turning slang into a new poetry gave his stories the vibrant syncopation of real life.

Abbott's reading is part of a Visting Writers series sponsored this year by the Department of English, the University Honors Program, the College of Liberal Arts and the vice president for aca­demic affairs. Writers scheduled to speak during spring semester are James Whitehead on March 7, Mary Crampton on March 17, Stanley Elkin on April 12 and Stephen Dobyns on April 17.

By Brian Gross
Staff Writer

Students in the University's industrial technology program have the opportunity to learn on the most current computer systems in the country. A $32,445 grant made available by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers will allow the university to purchase software.

A $32,445 grant was presented through SME's Manufacturing Engineering Education Foundation, which awarded more than $1 million in grants to 79 institutions nationwide in 1989.

The software package will enhance the manufacturing lab. Abby Trivedi, grant administrator and SIU-C faculty member, said.

The enhancements will speed up outdated, time-consuming tech­niques.

"Before, students would design something in the machines and write a program," Trivedi said.

The new computer-aided draft­ing (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) programs speed up the process for students.

"This will help us give more assignments since we don't have to spend so much time writing the programs," he said. "(The soft­ware) provides a useful linkage between what we had and what we want to have.

"Last year, students in the University's engineering faculty member, worked with Trivedi in applying for the grant. This year works with the students in the lab, making sure they utilize the software correctly to get the most out of it.

"It's an opportunity for students to use state-of-the-art software that's used in the manufacturing world today," Orr said.

Not only does the grant offer the combination of the CAD and CAM systems that SIU-C does, it has other benefits as well.

"Some (school) just offer just one," Orr said. "Here we're in both together, so it's a lot of industrial technology. They will work hand-in-hand.

"It's an opportunity for students to use state-of-the-art software that's used in the manufacturing world today."

—James Orr

Or said SIU-C's specialization in manufacturing for the industrial technology program also is unique.

"We feel a step ahead of most institutions because our emphasis is placed on manufacturing," he said. "A knowledge of the area is essential in the modern manufacturing world."

"I'm always happy with these kinds of grants. SME gives us a lot of support, because they see the need for it."

Last year, SME awarded $25,126 worth of equipment to SIU-C. Trivedi said he will apply for a 1990 grant in February.
TCI cable offers free installation

By Diana Mellott

The cable office in Carbondale will grant free cable installation to any person who donates a toy worth $5 or more, said TCI's LeHandy Dec. 15. LeSley Mellott, customer service representative, said the company would host its annual Christmas toy drive at TeleCommunications Inc., said.

Regularly, the cable installation fee is $25.

The toys will be donated to the采ild vasts wing at Styrest Nursing Home and to children at the Good Samaritan House, she said.

"The Good Samaritan House does not have enough children to give the toys to, so it will distribute them in the area," she said.

Last year TCI also collected toys for Sycrest and it was very successful, Mellott said. Some people gave toys as a donation, not as a trade-off for the cable installation.

The toy drive began Nov. 1. The trade-off for free cable installation lasts until Dec. 15, Mellott said. TCI will deliver the toys to Sycrest at 4 p.m. Dec. 21.

Pasha Ellis, activity director of the pediatric wing at the Syrest Nursing Home, said TCI donated "a ton of toys" last year that the children really enjoyed, including stuffed animals and coloring books and crayons.

"We still have 71 children reside at Sycrest. They are handicapped, mildly and severely retarded," she said.

Toys can be donated at the TCI cable office in Carbondale and to the Good Samaritan House at 203 E. Butternut St. In keeping with their 33 year tradition: an eclectic selection, antiques and unique selection of select small and live items. For general info., please call 549-1919.
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The Ladies of \( \Sigma \Sigma \Sigma \) invite all RSO's to our second annual Holiday Open House.

Saturday Dec. 1989 from 3-5 pm at 308 W. Cherry St.

\( \Delta \zeta \) would like to congratulate

Susan Kaufman
on her lavaller
to Mike Dunn

\( \Sigma \Phi \)

To Brother Ed Medina, Best Wishes for the future. We'll miss ya! YITBOS, Your Brothers

Our first alumnus!!!
Relief groups urge Bush to compel El Salvador to end harassment

Appointments of receiver takeover stopped

By Doug Toole
Staff Writer
and United Press International

A Jackson County judge Wednesday refused a state request to appoint a receiver to take over the Syrest Nursing Home.

Chief Judge Gilbert ruled the state had failed to show patients in the nursing home were in physical or mental danger.

The hearing, which began Tuesday, stemmed from a suit filed last month by the Illinois attorney general asking the home be placed under the control of a receiver.

Gilbert said conditions as of Oct. 15 were' "deplorable." Syrest was fined $5,000 following an investigation last summer by the department's officials.

Both inspections showed the home was not well maintained. They also revealed unsanitary equipment, poor record keeping and no adequate supplies of medications and treatments.

As a result of the ruling, the Department of Public Health will conduct another inspection within 15 days. Syrest will have 10 days to make any findings. Gilbert set the next hearing for Jan. 3.

Dee Taylor, one of the owners of Syrest, called Judge Phil Gilbert's ruling a victory for the patients, their families and the community.

Taylor said Syrest tries to have "I'm not going to tell you there won't be deficiencies or some problems observed."

— John Ryan

Taylor called the public health nurses who conducted the investigations "hardworking and dedicated people who were doing their job," but said there was insufficient evidence to support these charges.

John Ryan, attorney representing Syrest, said he pleased with the judge's ruling.

"I'm not going to tell you there won't be deficiencies or some problems observed," Ryan said. He said the "wrong house is in a state of transition" and has been under new management since early November.

"It will be clear to the court in January they (new owners) are making great efforts and progress has been made," he said.

Ryan said a move by the Department of Public Health to revoke Syrest's license has been stayed, a process that could take a year.

S. American summit slated despite violence

WASHINGTON (UP) — The White House called the latest bombing attack in cocaine-ravaged Colombia Wednesday "a very disturbing event." The White House back off plans for President Bush to possibly attend a drug summit there this year.

White House press secretary Marlon Foster said the resort town of Cartagena — the top choice for the summit by the South American nations of Peru, Columbia and Bolivia — remains under active consideration.

Foster said a few other cities he refused to identify were also being considered. But added of this "I think it's probably preferable" that the summit be held in South America, "the world's top area for cocaine production.

"Wherever we hold it, we will do it with assurances that we can provide security for the president," Foster told reporters. He said the U.S. "takes the threat of violence to have any impact on site selection very seriously."

Earlier Wednesday in Bogota, a truck packed with dynamite exploded outside the Colombian presidential palace, killing at least 15 people and wounding scores of others.

The bomb came 59 days after the assassination of a Colombian judge who had led an investigation into cocaine processing laboratories, and after officials confirmed a bomb-blasted suicide attack of a Colombian agent last month.

During the past three months there have been more than 150 attacks in Colombia in response to the country's war against cocaine cartels.

"It's a very destructive situation," Fitwaver said of Wednesday's attack, adding that authorities weren't able to immediately determine who was responsible. Drug traffickers were suspected.

The Colombian government recently inspected Cartagena for a possible presidential visit, and an agency spokesman asked about security concerns, said, "Our mission is to report that there is no precedent whenever and wherever it goes.

One administration official, speaking on the condition he be identified, said if Cartagena were used, Bush would likely make a one-day visit to the coastal city that features a classic late-19th-century landmark.

Hector Barbossa, a former secretary at the Colombian Embassy in Washington, who has attended the talks for the summit, "Security is always a concern, but we're confident everything can be worked out."

Colombia, Peru and Bolivia announced plans to hold the summit in October on an island that straddles the worldwide war against drug trafficking and terrorism.

The hearing, which began Tuesday, stemmed from a suit filed last month by the Illinois attorney general asking the home be placed under the control of a receiver.

Both inspections showed the home was not well maintained. They also revealed unsanitary equipment, poor record keeping and no adequate supplies of medications and treatments.

As a result of the ruling, the Department of Public Health will conduct another inspection within 15 days. Syrest will have 10 days to make any findings. Gilbert set the next hearing for Jan. 3.

Dee Taylor, one of the owners of Syrest, called Judge Phil Gilbert's ruling a victory for the patients, their families and the community.

Taylor said Syrest tries to have "I'm not going to tell you there won't be deficiencies or some problems observed."

— John Ryan

Taylor called the public health nurses who conducted the investigations "hardworking and dedicated people who were doing their job," but said there was insufficient evidence to support these charges.

John Ryan, attorney representing Syrest, said he pleased with the judge's ruling.

"I'm not going to tell you there won't be deficiencies or some problems observed," Ryan said. He said the "wrong house is in a state of transition" and has been under new management since early November.

"It will be clear to the court in January they (new owners) are making great efforts and progress has been made," he said.

Ryan said a move by the Department of Public Health to revoke Syrest's license has been stayed, a process that could take a year.

S. American summit slated despite violence

WASHINGTON (UP) — The White House called the latest bombing attack in cocaine-ravaged Colombia Wednesday "a very disturbing event." The White House back off plans for President Bush to possibly attend a drug summit there this year.

White House press secretary Marlon Foster said the resort town of Cartagena — the top choice for the summit by the South American nations of Peru, Columbia and Bolivia — remains under active consideration.

Foster said a few other cities he refused to identify were also being considered. But added of this "I think it's probably preferable" that the summit be held in South America, "the world's top area for cocaine production.

"Wherever we hold it, we will do it with assurances that we can provide security for the president," Foster told reporters. He said the U.S. "takes the threat of violence to have any impact on site selection very seriously."

Earlier Wednesday in Bogota, a truck packed with dynamite exploded outside the Colombian presidential palace, killing at least 15 people and wounding scores of others.

The bomb came 59 days after the assassination of a Colombian judge who had led an investigation into cocaine processing laboratories, and after officials confirmed a bomb-blasted suicide attack of a Colombian agent last month.

During the past three months there have been more than 150 attacks in Colombia in response to the country's war against cocaine cartels.

"It's a very destructive situation," Fitwaver said of Wednesday's attack, adding that authorities weren't able to immediately determine who was responsible. Drug traffickers were suspected.

The Colombian government recently inspected Cartagena for a possible presidential visit, and an agency spokesman asked about security concerns, said, "Our mission is to report that there is no precedent whenever and wherever it goes.

One administration official, speaking on the condition he be identified, said if Cartagena were used, Bush would likely make a one-day visit to the coastal city that features a classic late-19th-century landmark.

Hector Barbossa, a former secretary at the Colombian Embassy in Washington, who has attended the talks for the summit, "Security is always a concern, but we're confident everything can be worked out."

Colombia, Peru and Bolivia announced plans to hold the summit in October on an island that straddles the worldwide war against drug trafficking and terrorism.
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Today’s Puzzle

Across
1. President
2. Scientist
3. Mythological figure
4. Architect
5. Ruler
6. Author
7. Dog
8. Character
9. Horse
10. Person
11. Person
12. Person
13. Person
14. Person
15. Person
16. Person
17. Person
18. Person
19. Person
20. Person
21. Person
22. Person
23. Person
24. Person
25. Person
26. Person
27. Person
28. Person
29. Person
30. Person
31. Person
32. Person
33. Person
34. Person
35. Person
36. Person
37. Person
38. Person
39. Person
40. Person
41. Person
42. Person
43. Person
44. Person
45. Person
46. Person
47. Person
48. Person
49. Person
50. Person
51. Person
52. Person
53. Person
54. Person
55. Person
56. Person
57. Person
58. Person
59. Person
60. Person
61. Person
62. Person
63. Person
64. Person
65. Person
66. Person
67. Dog

Down
1. Wood
2. Water
3. River
4. Sea
5. Ocean
6. Lake
7. Pond
8. Stream
9. Creek
10. River
11. Lake
12. Sea
13. Ocean
14. River
15. Lake
16. Sea
17. Ocean
18. River
19. Lake
20. Sea
21. Ocean
22. River
23. Lake
24. Sea
25. Ocean
26. River
27. Lake
28. Sea
29. Ocean
30. River
31. Lake
32. Sea
33. Ocean
34. River
35. Lake
36. Sea
37. Ocean
38. River
39. Lake
40. Sea
41. Ocean
42. River
43. Lake
44. Sea
45. Ocean
46. River
47. Lake
48. Sea
49. Ocean
50. River
51. Lake
52. Sea
53. Ocean
54. River
55. Lake
56. Sea
57. Ocean
58. River
59. Lake
60. Sea
61. Ocean
62. River
63. Lake
64. Sea
65. Ocean
66. River
67. Lake

Puzzle answers are on Page 22.
Demonstrators in Poland deface Lenin statue

WARSAW, Poland (UPI) -- Scores of demonstrators defaced a statue of Lenin in southern Poland with paint canisters Wednesday and ignited tires around its base with gasoline bombs and wooden benches before riot police broke up the rally.

It was the third straight Wednesday of rallies against the regime. The demonstrations at the Novena Huta steelworks on the outskirts of Krakow began Nov. 22 on the eve of Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki's visit to Moscow.

Wednesday's ceremony was marked by the mostly youthful Movement for a Democratic Society, which called, "Down with communism" and "Soviets go home." Members of the crowd threw paint canisters and gasoline bombs and tossed branches from nearby parks into the mounting blaze at the foot of the bronze statue.

Witnesses placed th> crowd at about 2,000.

As night fell and the fire ebbed, the protesters moved on to the minia suburb in the nearby Zgadza hoisting district. Police gathered there with police and fought back with water cannon and concussion grenades.

Solidarity sources said Solidarity parliament deputy Edward Nowak attempted to mediate the dispute. The rioting took place despite a call for calm by Solidarity leader Lech Walesa.

The conflict around the movement in Vladimir Lenin, a Novena Huta is intensifying," he said in a statement issued in Geneva. "Any drastic solution of this problem will have the character of a political provocation."

Last Wednesday, demonstrators also clashed with police after setting a fire at the foot of the statue. Nineteen policemen were injured in that melee, one seriously.

On Monday, Alexander Hall, minister in charge of contacts with political parties and groups, and two Solidarity deputies met with residents in an attempt to resolve the situation. Hall warned police would intervene if there were further demonstrations.

Meanwhile, four Soviet parliament deputies in Parliament resigned their seats and their party membership on grounds that their colleagues were preventing cooperation with the Solidarity-led government.

"The party is irrepairable," said one deputy, Marian Cezniewski, following a meeting with party leader Mieczyslaw Rakowski.

"In the caucus there is a certain frustrated conservative group, and another group, much bolder, with liberal and pro-reform views. However, the discussion is dominated by the first one," he said.

"We want to form a group of deputies which would support the government," Hall said.

Also Wednesday, Mazowiecki received a delegation of the American Jewish Congress led by its chairman, Robert Lifton. During the meeting both sides stressed the need to overcome friction in relations.

The Jewish officials said an incident last July in which Rabbi Avraham Weiss of New York and a group of supporters scaled the fence of a controversial convent at the Auschwitz death camp, creating an international uproar over the Roman Catholic Church's initial refusal to move the facility off grounds considered hallowed by Jews.

Official: Chinese socialism upheld

BEIJING (UPI) -- Six months after the crackdown on the democracy movement, a senior government official has vowed that China will continue to uphold socialism as a "historical trend that cannot be stopped," the state-run press reported Wednesday.

In a forceful reiteration of the government's hard line, Yuan Mu, spokesman for the State Council, China's cabinet, characterized last spring's student-led protests for greater freedom and the ensuing crackdown as "a political struggle of shocking severity."

But he said the Chinese leadership is united and has the full trust of the people in its ability to uphold socialism.

"This is a historical trend which cannot be stopped and whoever tries to stop the trend shall meet certain defeat," Yuan said.

Yuan's comments came in a public speech Tuesday and were reported Wednesday in the Communist Party newspaper People's Daily.

The spring process, which began on university campuses and spread nationwide, exposed deep splits among China's top leaders, some of whom opposed a tough line against the protesters.

Aging hard-liners won and ousted three-Communist Party chief Zhao Ziyang, the architect of many of the past decade's economic reforms, on charges he supported the movement.

The government called in the army on June 3 to sweep away demonstrators from Beijing's Tiananmen Square. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, were killed when troops fired on unarmed protesters.

Tokyo police stop radicals at airport

TOKYO (UPI) -- A massive force of 6,500 police Wednesday finally subdued four radicals armed with firebombs and flamethrowers and perched on three cruise missiles, and ended a bizarre three-day standoff involving a protest against expansion of Tokyo's international airport.

The massive police deployment took place as a pro-environment group in the path of the planned expansion of Tokyo's major airport at Narita.

Although the protest occurred outside the airport's main perimeter and was not disruptive, it scattered many travelers bound for the airport who were inconvenienced by increased scrutiny of their luggage and travel documents at police check points.

The end came when a handful of straggling police in full riot gear were ferried in an armored gondola fixed to a construction crane to a huge steel cage that held four hard-liners perched atop the 16-foot high protest towers to protect them against attacks from gasoline bombs.

Police on Tuesday used water cannons to flood off the firebomb and stabbed barricades, demolishing one of the towers and arresting one of the protesters who all wore motorcycle helmets.

Japanese television showed that police emerging from the "enclosure" quickly appeared to be momentarily scared by the protesters and soon turned into the protesters' own sub-amission.

"It is over. All the demonstrators, police and media are now going back to the area," said Kohji Tsubaki, a spokesman for the Chiba prefecture police.

WE PROMISE:

No-hassle, convenient, clean, fast, professional service!

At Minit-Lube we use quality Quaker State products and feature the finest quality service with the best trained service team in the business. If you don't receive quality products and quality service at Minit-Lube, you don't pay. It's as simple as that. No hassles. No qualiters.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) -- The Supreme Court would rescind from a decision not to use the permission to end the offensive daughter's life over stated objections to the abortion of the fetus, said the president of the National Right to Life--

The court's decision, not expected until June, could have far-reaching implications throughout the country as families and states struggle with the moral dilemma of whether to allow terminally ill patients to actually sustain life for decades.

The case from Missouri deals with affairs of the family of Nancy Beth Chrun to remove a feeding tube from the 16-year-old. The court has been split on the death of persons who have in the past stated cases for the first time and Israeli issues.

The case also deals with the deaths of the families and Israeli territories and the United States. The court's decision will be crucial in determining the future of the occupied territories.

As for the future, the court is expected to rule in favor of the state's position on the death of persons who have stated cases for the first time and Israeli issues.

The court's decision will be crucial in determining the future of the occupied territories.
**Negotiator: Lockout possible**

**NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) — Baseball’s top negotiator Wednesday called for a “civil” relationship with players, but warned of a lockout if current talks fail to produce a new labor agreement.**

Citing this winter’s market, Charles O’Conner said collusion is over. The 1990 market also shows a need for change in the current system and said management would pursue its options.

Five years in the past and today, discussed with the clubs the use of economic pressure in collective bargaining. But he said it is the employees’ right to strike or to shut down, not the owners’ right to fire or to close up.

O’Conner said the union has said it will insist on compliance with any new agreement. Two separate arbitrators have ruled baseball compelled to rig the market against free agents, a violation of the current contract.

Vincent said he would do what he could to avoid any recurrence. "I think it is a serious embarrassment to baseball that there have been findings that these violations occurred," Vincent said. "I would hope it would never happen again."

O’Conner replaced Barry Rona, who left his position as head of the Player Relations Committee last week on the eve of contract talks. The current pact expires Dec. 31, and two strikes have already taken place.

Rona had said baseball needed an accord by Feb. 15 to avoid a lockout.

---

**Yount owes Brewers $5 million**

**NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) — Free agent catcher Robin Yount owes the Milwaukee Brewers more than $5 million, and the debt must be paid before he can sign with the American League team.**

The Brewers have told him he is the $5.233 million, United Press International has learned, from the Brewers so his brothers can stay home. The scans were taken the last two times the player signed contracts with Milwaukee.

A $2 million payment falls due in mid-December with the balance due March 1992. Yount, MVP last year and in 1982, has been considering possible bids from both California Angels and as well as Milwaukee following the expiration of a three-year con-

---

**Sports Briefs**

The SLUKI Booster Club luncheon will be at noon Thursday at the Cathedral of the Incarnation. The event is sponsored by Allen Forgue, past M.C., from WTBQ radio.

**Learn About rock climbing from champions!**

**The Rec Center Dance Studio**

**Equipment will be provided.**
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**The SLUKI Booster Club luncheon will be at noon Thursday at the Cathedral of the Incarnation. The event is sponsored by Allen Forgue, past M.C., from WTBQ radio.**

**Learn About rock climbing from champions!**

**The Rec Center Dance Studio**

**Equipment will be provided.**

---

**Youth basketball options**

Yount, 25, will be a stiff challenge for Allen Forgue, who has just returned.

---

**Eastern, from page 24**

Game with SIU-C will be based around the defense of both bullies.

Samuels lost six seniors from last year’s squad. His starting lineup consists of four sophomores and one junior.

---

**Bounty, from page 24**

Coach Daley, Ryan said: “Coming off a loss, we need another win against the Montana and having just beaten the Cowboys, 27-0 last 40 days ago, they’ve got to get up. Hopefully they have just one guy who is going to go out and dominate and beat you. They’re balanced. They do a good job of getting to the open man.

“Probably their best all-around player is Larry Johnson,” Witt said. “He’s real quick, a good athlete. He’s got a pretty good range for a 6-7, 250. He’s got the back on him. When he comes out and is ready to play, he has a lot of ability.”

The Salukis will rely heavily on Johnson, and man-to-man defense against the Panthers.

“We think we’ll play a majority of man-to-man,” Witt said. “That’s what we’ll be doing going in.”

The coach (Herinn) will be more than willing to switch it if we’ve got more success with the zone or not having success with the man-to-man, whoever the case is.

“They are basically a half-court team,” Witt said. “They want to keep the score as low as possible. If you could make them play short on the defense with good intensity, we have shown that we can cause a few problems for just about anybody we play.”

Senior center/forward Jerry Jones leads the Salukis in scoring and rebonds per game. Junior guard Darrell Mahan averages 16 points and 6 assists per game.

Senior guard Freddie McSwain is next at 15.5 points per game followed by junior forward Rick Shinn with 11.7 points and 9.3 rebounds per game.

---

**Puzzle answers**

**X-mas Now Wash & Wax $29.95**

**Classic Car Care**

**220 S. Washington 529-3814**

**good thru 12-16-89**

---

**Police Free Daily Pool**

**Football**

**HorseShoes**

**Darts**

**VolleyBall**

---

**A Christmas Carol**

A Contemporary Opera

Adapted From The Classic Tale By Charles Dickens

Thea Musgrave

Directed By George Pinney

Nov. 30, Dec. 1, 2, 8 & 9 At 8:00pm. Dec. 10 At 2:00pm.

Tickets On Sale Now!

McLeod Theater

Box Office Hours

8. End of Communications Lodge

Southern Illinois University

At Carbondale

$12.00-a-p. 435-3001
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) — St. Louis Cardinals' shortstop Ozzie Smith was awarded his 10th Gold Glove in a row Wednesday to make it a clean sweep of the 1980s.

Chicago Cubs' second baseman Ryne Sandberg won his seventh straight while, in the American League, first baseman Don Mattingly of the New York Yankees won his fifth in a row and catcher Bob Boone of the Kansas City Royals was named the seventh of his career.

The Gold Glove awards, sponsored by Rawlings, are determined by a vote of major league managers and coaches.

Smith's Gold Glove put him past Luis Aparicio, who won nine, as the all-time leader at shortstop.

First-time winners were Al. Cy Young award winner Bret Saberhagen of the Royals, Montreal first baseman Andres Galarraga and New York Mets' pitcher Ron Darling.

Oiler NL winners included San Diego's Tony Gwynn, Cincinnati's Eric Davis and Pittsburgh's Andy Van Slyke in the outfield plus catcher Benito Santiago.

Completing the AL list were Minnesota third baseman Gary Gaetti, Toronto shortstop Tony Fernandez, Seattle second baseman Harold Reynolds plus outfielders Gary Pettis of Detroit, Devon White of California and Kirby Puckett of Minnesota.

INGRAM, from Page 24

mission and recruiting, Ingram said.

And the Missouri Valley Conference, though it is strong in basketball, does not compete in swimming. So Ingram must compete as an independent.

"The good teams in the Big Ten and Big Eight have wanted to swim as early in previous years," said Ingram. "So we've trained to be ready early but haven't always had strong competition later to keep us ready for the NCAA meet."

As a remedy, the Salukis will swim tough dual meets late in the season with Nebraska, Iowa and Arkansas. They will also swim in a meet of independent schools featuring Notre Dame and Pittsburg.

SIU-C's strongest suit might be its swim facility. Only Michigan has a better facility among the top schools in the Midwest, Ingram said.

"In swim circles we're known, and if I can get them to come to Carbondale, I can often sell them," Ingram added.

Doug Ingram

Cards, Tigers make trade

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) — The St. Louis Cardinals and Wednesday at the winter meetings they have acquired three minor league players from the Detroit Tigers in exchange for outfielder Jim Landman and pitcher Mike Kozak.

The Cardinals acquired second baseman Pat Austin, catcher Bill Henderson and right-handed pitcher Marcos Bouces.

The players will be assigned to the Cardinals' minor league system.

The 24-year-old Austin hit .255 last year for the Tigers' AA farm club in London, Ontario.
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As seen in the newspaper
Salukis deep at point guard

Three players give Scott many options

By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

Saluki women's basketball coach Scott Heimstead said he will not hesitate to bring players off the bench because of the depth at the point guard position.

"One position Scott has a lot of depth at is point guard. During the course of a game the Saluki coach has three options, including 5-9 sophomore Collon Heimstead, 5-6 freshman Anita Scott and 5-8 senior Edith Richardson.

Scott said the point guard position in basketball is vital to a team's success and stated that the position is a key role of a quarterback in football. "A point guard has to show leadership and get the team into their offense," Scott said. "They have to be a stabilizing force on the court." Scott is high on Heimstead, the starter at the point position.

"We have a ton of confidence in Collon," Scott said. "We think she is going to have a super year for us in 1990." In the Saluki's loss to Creighton Monday, Heimstead came through with the best offensive outing of her Saluki career. Heimstead, who averaged 3.9 points per game in her freshman season, scored a career-high 21 points against Creighton and directed seven assists.

Heimstead said scoring isn't the most important thing for her. "I'm starting to take the game when I get it," Heimstead said. "But I am starting to focus more on the court because I am getting the team into the offense.""I think I had a good performance for the Saluki point guard," Heimstead said. "I had a career night in scoring, but she wasn't in a happy mood afterward because they forced 35 turnovers.

"It looked like I had a good game on paper, but when we all seriously asked for turnovers I can't take pride in that," Scott said. "We had a lot of mental errors and I take the blame for part of that." Scott, who was a standout point guard at Memphis State, said he Page 24, Daily Egyptian, December 7, 1989

Eastern poses tough competition for undefeated Saluki hoosters

By Kevin Simpson
Staff Writer

The Saluki men's basketball team will face its toughest matchup thus far in the young season as it travels to Charleston Thursday to challenge the Eastern Illinois Panthers.

EIU leads the all-time series 53-49. Last season the Salukis pulled out a hard-fought 73-72 victory at the Arena. This year's matchup will take place at Lantz Fieldhouse. Game time is 7:30 p.m.

The Salukis, 3-0, average 81 points per game and have given up an average of 60.3 while allowing opponents only 35 percent shooting from the field. The Salukis held a 47-36 rebounding edge over EIU.

The Panthers are 3-1 after defeating Murray State 55-50 Wednesday. They average 68.8 points per game while surrendering 63.8. Defense is the key to the Panthers success as they have limited their opponents to 43.8 percent shooting from the field.

Although the Panthers are limited on experience, they are not deficient on talent. The Panthers are led by the all-around talent of junior point guard Gerald Jones, a 5-10, 160 pound defensive threat who leads his team in scoring at 19 points per game. Sophomore forward Gary Mitchell, a 6-7, 205, chips in 15 points and 5 rebounds per contest. Jeff Mironowicz, a 6-9, 230 pound sophomore center, averages 12.5 points per contest while pulling down an average of 7.8 rebounds. Sixth-man Dave Olson, a 6-4, 195 pound sophomore forward, is listed in scoring on the team at 10.8 points per game.

Panther head coach Rick Samuels, in his 10th year, said the Panthers have a "good off season, with a nice recruiting class. We are looking for a good year."

Bounty-hunting charges inspire Eagles

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) — If nothing else, Dallas Coach Jimmy Johnson's bounty hunting has ensured that the Cowboys and Eagles will be ready for Sunday's game at Veterans Stadium.

Ordinarily, a playoff contender like the Eagles coming off a big victory might be flat against a 1-12 club. But the chance of that happening was eliminated Thanksgiving Day when Johnson charged Philadelphia placed bounties on quarterback Troy Aikman and kicker Luis Zendejas. The accusation came after the Eagles' 27-0 victory.

"It's hard to play an emotional game two weeks in a row in professional football," Philadelphia